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a chair. alone on stage. 
a spotlight on the chair. 
pause. 
a man walks enters. he walks to center stage, beside the chair. he looks at it for a moment.  
smiles.  
looks out. 
he talks deliberately – a bad enunciator, trying to be clear and precise. 
 
Man: good evening everyone. i’m glad you’re here. it’s nice to see such a friendly 

audience. now i’ll try to be brief. i know a lot of you have to work in the morning. 
i know i do. (shakes head) i know i do. (smiles) you know. (smiles. an attempted, 
uncompleted gesture. beat. gestures to chair) now i’ve been coming here for 
some time. those of you returners will know that. and i’ve rambled on some. so i 
thought for tonight, i thought: enough about me. i brought a—well, you can see 
for yourself, i brought a friend. now he’s shy. a little unassuming. but very hard – 
it’s very hard for us to find the time to get together. (to the chair) i’m glad you 
could make it. (back out) we’ve been trying to coordinate our schedules. it’s not 
easy. a lot of demands on my friend. but he made time for me tonight. didn’t 
you? (beat) thank you. (beat)  

 
so i’m just going to ask some questions here, and we’ll…okay? (beat) okay. i’m 
glad. what? (beat) oh, you do? well, they have to be bright so we can all see you. 
(beat) i know it’s warm here. but for them, for them out there, it’s just pleasant. 
we have to suffer a bit. for their art. (beat) i know. i wish i could. i wish we could. 
alright. okay, so here’s one that i have for—(beat) i’m afraid you can’t ask me 
questions. i don’t know that they’d—okay. okay. i see what you’re saying. alright, 
well you go first then. (beat) well it doesn’t matter to me if you go first, that’s 
why i offered it. if i had designs on the evening, i would have just moved in on it, 
i woulda just continued. but i’m open. i think the key to a successful evening is 
being open to whatever comes. that’s what i think. (beat) i’ll tell them. (to 
audience) look, these things never go as planned. you see the path, you pick the 
path. you actually pick the path. and you stand there, ready to step on. and 
when you get there…before you get there, really. (looks at chair) it doesn’t add 
up. it just doesn’t. (shrugs one shoulder and half-smiles) do you remember how 
you got here? (beat) yeah. i remember that too. i loaded you up in the car 
myself. we talked about maybe you meeting me here, and then i just felt bad. i 
couldn’t let you do that, could i? especially after it had been so long. (beat) 



you’re right. you’re right. (smiles. he runs a hand under his nose. shudders. 
pause.)  
 
all quiet now. all. no words left. nothing. only the still remains. only you and only 
i. only. and nothing. just the mouth that moves the words that come the light 
and you and i. (shudders. pause.)  
 
can’t speak. transfixed. (beat) all in the past. the car ride over. you in the 
backseat. seatbelt stretched across your seat. across you. holding you in tight. 
(pause)  
 
i can’t. i can’t physically do that. do you understand? i can’t physically actually do 
that to myself. it’s impossible. it’s not possible, okay? i can’t do that to myself. 
and neither can he. to himself. neither can he. (light slowly fades until it’s just a 
low, dull glow by the soon-to-be-mentioned moment in the script) i wish i could. 
that would be something. wouldn’t it? that would really be something. (pause)  
 
i know what you’re thinking. (beat) i don’t. i don’t actually. i should wrap this up. 
i have to work in the morning; you have to work in the morning. (beat. to the 
chair) we had some good times, didn’t we? (beat) all that over now. all that. (this 
is the now-mentioned low, dull glow lights point. beat)  
 
i’ll fix this in the morning, i swear. i can—what? what, you do? (beat) sure i can 
trust you with that. i can do that. yet. yes. yes, i can. remember they have to 
work in the morning. (beat, then, to the audience) he just wants a few words 
with you after i go. just you and him. for a bit. (beat) be nice to him. alright? and 
tell me what he says later. we’ll talk. (beat) i’ll just be back here. i’ll just.  
 
the man walks back away from the chair, which is still faintly lit, but brighter 
than where the man ends up. he stops. he shrugs with one shoulder and smiles. 
he listens for a minute.  
 
smiles. then, quietly, as the lights, and he, fades out.  
 
okay. okay. that’s enough now. that’s… 
 

 
 
end. 


